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Abstract
Navigation in large scholarly paper collections is tedious and not well supported in most scientific digital libraries. We describe a novel
browser-based graphical tool implemented using HTML5 Canvas. It displays citation information extracted from the paper text to
support useful navigation. The tool is implemented using a client/server architecture. A citation graph of the digital library is built in the
memory of the server. On the client side, egdes of the displayed citation (sub)graph surrounding a document are labeled with keywords
signifying the kind of citation made from one document to another. These keywords were extracted using NLP tools such as tokenizer,
sentence boundary detection and part-of-speech tagging applied to the text extracted from the original PDF papers (currently 22,500).
By clicking on an egde, the user can inspect the corresponding citation sentence in context, in most cases even also highlighted in the
original PDF layout. The system is publicly accessible as part of the ACL Anthology Searchbench.
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1.

Introduction

The aim of the ACL Anthology Searchbench1 (Schäfer et
al., 2011) is to provide targeted, efficient search in the
digital library of Computational Linguistics and Language
Technology, the ACL Anthology2 (Bird et al., 2008). This
is achieved by combining semantic, full-text and bibliographic search. Another way of searching in digital libraries is by citations. Citations are important means to
structure the broad publication space. They are of invaluable importance to beginners in a scientific field as they ultimately point to seminal, original work and knowledge not
explicitly available or repeated in every publication. Citations are also the primary discourse links in scientific discussion which typically span over years or even decades.
Furthermore, citations are helpful to understand and reproduce findings. Thus, they form a predominant feature for
every reader.

2.

Related and Previous Work

Wan et al. (2009) present a study on user needs for browsing scientific publications and show that citations play an
important role. (Harwood, 2009) investigate the role of citations in academic writing. There is a wealth of work in the
academic fields of bibliometrics and scientometrics, going
back until the seminal work of Eugene Garfield (Garfield,
1955; Garfield, 1965).
The AAN (ACL Anthology Network)3 (Radev et al., 2009)
allows to browse textually and with hyperlinks through a
citation graph that has been built for the ACL Anthology.
Its advantage is that manual correction has been applied to
ensure high quality of the data, but usability of the user
interface is limited.
Schäfer and Kasterka (2010) have suggested a novel, graphical user interface for navigating in typed citation graphs.
1 http://aclasb.dfki.de
2 http://aclweb.org/anthology
3 http://clair.si.umich.edu/clair/
anthology

The citations in it are typed which means they were classified according to a schema dividing classifications into
categories such as refutal, use, neutral etc. using a simple
rule-based approach.
Rule-based classification has drawbacks as reported in that
previous work. Approaches with classification based on
machine learning have been shown to deliver better results
(Teufel et al., 2006; Dong and Schäfer, 2011), yet errors
remain, and manual correction is unrealistic here.
Wrong automatic classification may lead to dissatisfied paper authors and system users, so we decided not to show
a classification in our public system, but the keywords or
phrases that may have lead to classification – with a fallback to finite verb if no specific keyword matched. As these
keywords always are verbatim in the citation sentence, they
cannot be wrong (however, sometimes potentially misleading).
Other graphical citation navigation tools for large citation
networks are presented in Elmqvist and Tsigas (2004) and
Bergström and Jr. (2006). These are less suited for inspecting individual publications in detail, but rather focus
on larger-scale overviews and statistics.

3.

System and Implementation

The overall preprocessing workflow of our new system is
shown in Fig. 1. From the HTML output of a commercial PDF-to-text extraction tool, text is input to both the
CRF-based citation reference matcher ParsCit (Councill et
al., 2008) and a tokenizer and sentence boundary detector. Each sentence containing a citation plus up to three
previous and subsequent sentences are then stored together
with ParsCit’s XML annotation. These can be inspected
in the citation context view (Figure 3). The citations extracted by ParsCit are merged with the manually annotated
ACL Anthology Network (Radev et al., 2009) in order to
cover citations which were not found by ParsCit. The complete graph for the currently 22,500 papers contains approximately 125,000 nodes and about 305,000 edges.
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Figure 1: Workflow from ACL Anthology data (top) to citation browser and citation sentence viewer
In addition, matching of bibliographic metadata from the
references with BibTeX from the ACL Anthology is performed using Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966) in
order to add the unique ACL document IDs. Through these
IDs, interlinking with ACL Anthology, ACL Anthology
Searchbench and ACL Anthology Network is achieved by
generating appropriate URLs.
The preprocessed information altogether is used to build
the citation graph in memory on the server. Loading it for
22,500 papers including all edges and metadata takes less
than 10 seconds. On request of the client, the server provides the respective subgraph for the paper of which the
citation relations shall be visualized.
The graphical browser on client side is implemented using the Infovis system JIT4 which is based on HTML5Canvas5 . This is advantageous as every modern Web
browser, also in smartphones and tablet computers, comes
with HTML5/Canvas support built-in. It is more convenient
and loads much faster than the previous implementation as
a Java applet.
Communication is based on the lightweight Javascript Object Notation, JSON (Crockford, 2002) with transport via
HTTP. In the citation graph, each node represents a paper
and the edges represent citation relations between the papers.
The layout algorithm is a variant of the fan-out algorithm
described by Schäfer and Kasterka (2010). It always has
one paper in the center, and cited papers left and citing papers on the right hand side, with arrow heads indicating the
citation direction.
The advantage of the fan-out layout is that it avoids overlapping vertical edges in case a citing paper cites another
paper that also cites the paper in the center (analogously
for cited papers). In such a case, the graph is expanded horizontally to provide space for the intermediate node, instead
of arranging it vertically.
In addition, the citation depth for citing and cited papers can
be modified (default is 1) in the user interface by adjusting
4 http://thejit.org
5 http://www.w3.org/TR/html-markup

the number with a slider.
Instead of programming the whole graph drawing algorithm from scratch, the fan-out layout is implemented on
top of JIT’s RadialGraph implementation. Before drawing the graph, the positions of edges and nodes are rearranged according to the fan-out constraints. In addition, another modification replaces straight edges by Bézier curves
(Bézier, 1968) in order to avoid overlapping (mostly horizontal) edges. This makes it easier to select labelled edges
for inspection of the citation context (cf. next section).
A screenshot is displayed in Figure 2. The nodes show
meta-information (first author, year of publication, ACL
ID) about the papers they represent, and when hovering
them with the mouse, further information such as full author list, title and conference are displayed in a pop-up box.
Clicking on a node brings the respective paper into the center with its local citation graph.

4.

Displaying Citation Context and
Constraining Search

We used the rule-based classifier from Schäfer and
Kasterka (2010) and extract the keywords or phrases that
would have lead to a classification into a citation class (but
do not compute the class itself as mentioned above). In case
no pattern matched, the main (finite) verb of the citation
sentence is determined using the statistical part-of-speech
tagger TnT (Brants, 2000). The resulting keyword is displayed as edge label of the citation link.
Multiple citations to the same reference are not shown on
the egde label, but will be enumerated when the user moves
the mouse over an egde.
By clicking on an egde, the user can inspect the corresponding citation sentence in context (Figure 3) – in most
cases even highlighted in the original PDF layout. The latter requires the Adobe Acrobat Reader plug-in for the Web
browser.
One can use the time range slider on the bottom of the user
interface to reduce the size of the graph, limiting it to publications in the specified time range. For larger graphs, only
a filtered graph is shown by default, because larger graphs
can be unclear and confusing and can take long to load on
slow systems.
Filtering is done so that the highest possible number of papers below a configurable threshold is displayed using papers from the years around the year of the centered paper.
The user can then choose to display a larger graph by using
the time range slider.
The citation graph is updated automatically when new papers are added to the Searchbench by being part of the
general Searchbench update workflow. An update requires
BibTeX, fulltext, Jtok (tokenizer/sentence splitter), TnT
(PoS tagger) and ParsCit input.
It generates an extended ParsCit XML with citation sentences and other additional information to be displayed in
the graph/citation context viewer, via an XSLT transformation to HTML. An XML example fragment for a single citation context is shown in the Appendix (Figure 4).
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Figure 2: Citation graph browser

5.

7.

Summary

We have implemented a novel user interface for browsing
the citation graph of the ACL Anthology. It can be used for
research and education in Computational Linguistics and
Language Technology. The system is publicly accessible as
part of the Searchbench at http://aclasb.dfki.de
(Citations tab in the document view) and is smoothly interlinked with it, as well as with the ACL Anthology itself
and the ACL Anthology network. As the employed technology is mostly domain-independent, the tool could also
be applied to digital libraries of other scientific fields.
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Appendix: Sample Citation Context XML Fragment
<citation valid="true">
<aclId>P03-1054</aclId>
<authors>
<author>D Klein</author>
<author>C D Manning</author>
</authors>
<location>Morristown, NJ, USA</location>
<verbs undef="combines"/>
<institution>for Computational Linguistics</institution>
<title>Accurate unlexicalized parsing</title>
<rawString>D. Klein and C. D. Manning. 2003. Accurate unlexicalized parsing.
In ACL ’03: Proceedings of the 41st Annual Meeting on Association
for Computational Linguistics, pages 423430, Morristown, NJ, USA.
Association for Computational Linguistics.</rawString>
<marker>Klein, Manning, 2003</marker>
<date>2003</date>
<publisher>Association</publisher>
<pages>423--430</pages>
<booktitle>In ACL ’03: Proceedings of the 41st Annual Meeting on Association
for Computational Linguistics</booktitle>
<contexts>
<context position="10486">
<verbs undef="combines"/>
<text> on a testsuite created using that tool. 3.1. The Afazio RTE system
Similarly to the Nutcracker system (Curran et al., 2007), the Afazio
RTE system combines a statistical parser (the Stanford parser (Klein
and Manning, 2003)) with a symbolic semantic component. First, a
system of cascaded rewrite modules is used to rewrite the output of
the parser into a &amp;quot;normalised&amp;quot; semantic
representation intended to abstract away from</text>
<sentences center-no="78" center-page="3">
<sentence no="77" page="3">The Afazio RTE system</sentence>
<sentence no="78" page="3">Similarly to the Nutcracker system (Curran et
al., 2007), the Afazio RTE system combines a statistical parser (the
Stanford parser (Klein and Manning, 2003)) with a symbolic semantic
component.</sentence>
<sentence no="80" page="3">Special emphasis is placed on capturing
syntax based equivalences such as syntactic (e.g., active/passive)
variations, redistributions and noun/verb variants.</sentence>
<sentence no="79" page="3">First, a system of cascaded rewrite modules
is used to rewrite the output of the parser into a "normalised"
semantic representation intended to abstract away from surface
differences and assign paraphrases the same representation
(Bedaride and Gardent, 2009a; Bedaride and Gardent, 2009b).</sentence>
<sentence no="81" page="3">Next, automated reasoning is used to check
entailment.</sentence>
<sentence no="75" page="3">To illustrate this, we evaluate the Afazio
RTE system on a testsuite created using that tool.</sentence>
<sentence no="76" page="3">3.1.</sentence>
</sentences>
</context>
</contexts>
</citation>
Figure 4: A citation context from paper L10-1259, citing paper P03-1054, as generated by ParsCit, extended by Citation
Browser and Searchbench code with ACL ID, context information and context sentences.
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